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Preface
The product
The SAP NetWeaver Identity Management is a general purpose identity management
application which provides the functions and services needed to integrate distributed identity
data in the system landscape to efficient, heterogeneous identity lifecycle management.

The reader
This manual is written for people who are to optimize dispatcher performance in a production
environment.

Prerequisites
To get the most benefit from this manual, you should have the following knowledge:
Thorough understanding of SAP NetWeaver Identity Management.
SAP NetWeaver Identity Management 7.2 SP7 or newer.

The manual
This document describes how you configure dispatcher properties for optimal performance in a
production system.
This tutorial is not a substitution for training.

Related documents
You can find useful information in the following documents:
SAP NetWeaver Identity Management Identity Center tutorials and help file
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Introduction
This document provides a description of how the dispatcher works, and some recommendations
on how to configure the dispatchers in a production environment to achieve optimal
performance.
Note:
The recommendations are based on a general usage scenario, and may not be applicable to all
configurations. There is no guarantee what the effect of these recommendations is in a specific
system. Each implementation must be assessed separately and the dispatchers configured
accordingly.
The dispatcher has the following main functions:
Executing regular jobs.
Executing provisioning jobs.
Processing tasks.
Evaluating relations (assignments).
Evaluating approvals.
Executing the scheduled procedures for housekeeping.

Executing regular jobs
The dispatcher starts the runtime engine to check if there are jobs waiting to be executed. When
there is a regular job to be processed, the runtime engine processes all entries for all passes in
the job before completing.

Executing provisioning jobs
When running a provisioning job, the runtime engine processes one entry at a time and will
continue processing as long as there are entries to process for this job.

Processing tasks
The dispatcher is responsible for performing the following operations:
Expanding task groups (ordered/unordered groups)
Evaluating conditional and switch tasks

Evaluating relations (assignments)
The dispatcher performs the following operations regarding relations (assignments):
Triggering event tasks
Handling validity for assignments
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Evaluating approvals
The dispatcher is responsible for the following operations regarding approvals:
Initializing approvals
Sending notification messages
Processing approve/decline events
Handling escalations

Executing scheduled procedures for housekeeping
The dispatcher executes the scheduled procedures defined on the "Housekeeping" tab of the
"Dispatchers" node.
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Dividing operations between dispatchers
How many dispatchers you configure in the system depends on the load on the system and the
distribution of the different operations that the dispatcher performs. The number and setup of
the dispatchers also depends on requirements for high-availability and performance. The system
landscape XL – Production described in the SAP NetWeaver Identity Management Identity
Center Installation overview describes how to achieve high availability with duplication of the
runtime servers.
High availability requires two dispatchers with identical configuration running on different
servers.
The dispatchers could be configured like this:

The "Check intv" is set to 5 seconds for both dispatchers.
The dispatcher is configured to process tasks and evaluate relations and approvals.
The dispatcher should handle jobs for the Java runtime engine.
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Using the Windows runtime engine
If your system requires use of the Windows runtime engine, and your dispatcher is running on a
Unix server, a separate dispatcher must handle these jobs.
This dispatcher configuration could be like this:

The dispatcher is configured only to run jobs for the Windows runtime engine.
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Performance considerations
In a production environment it is important to configure the dispatcher correctly to optimize
performance of the system.
These are some areas to consider:
Controlling the number of runtime engines started by the dispatchers.
Controlling job looping of runtime engines

Controlling the number of runtime engines
The number of concurrent runtime engines for each dispatcher and for the system in total must
be tuned. If you do not limit the number of concurrent runtime engines, you may end up in a
thrashing situation. In this case, the dispatcher will find that there are jobs to be executed, and
attempt to start the required number of runtime engines. Due to system load, it may take some
time before the runtime engines actually get the jobs and the dispatcher will find that there are
still jobs to be executed, and start even more runtime engines, making the situation worse.
The "Check intv" specifies the frequency with which the dispatcher should check for jobs to
execute. As a general rule of thumb, the "Check intv" should be the number of dispatchers
running in the configuration multiplied with 5 seconds. The factor of 5 seconds is recommended
based on experience with running the dispatcher in production environments.
If you for example have 3 dispatchers, the "Check intv" should be set to 15 seconds for each of
them, assuming that they all are configured for the same jobs.
There are three parameters that determine how many runtime engines are started at each "Check
intv":
The global setting "Max concurrent rt engines" specifies how many runtime engines are
allowed on the system in total. If this is 0, there is no global limit.
The setting "Max concurrent rt engines" for the dispatcher controls how many runtime
engines are allowed for this dispatcher. If this is 0, there is no limit.
The setting "Max rt engines to start" specifies how many runtime engines are started at
once.
How many runtime engines are started for each "Check intv" will be calculated using these
numbers.

An example
A system is configured as follows:
Global "Max concurrent rt engines" is set to 20.

"Max concurrent rt engines" for the dispatcher is set to 10.

"Max rt engines to start" is set to 3.
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The current situation at the "Check intv" time is:
Total number of runtime engines is 12.
The number of runtime engines for the current dispatcher is 8.
This gives the following calculation:
The difference between the current number of runtime engines (12) and the total number of
concurrent runtime engines (20), gives 8.
The difference between the number of concurrent runtime engines for this dispatcher (8)
and the number of max concurrent runtime engines for the dispatcher (10), gives 2.
The number of runtime engines to be started at once is 3.
The lowest of these three numbers is 2 – resulting in two runtime engines to be started.

Calculating concurrent runtime engines
When calculating the number of concurrent runtime engines, only runtime engines running
provisioning jobs are counted. This means that runtime engines running scheduled (regular) jobs
always will be started, regardless of how many runtime engines already are running.
In a normal system it is assumed that there are more jobs defined for Java runtime engines than
for the Windows runtime engine. Thus, the Java runtime engine is given priority when
calculating how many runtime engines to start.
Given a total of 10 concurrent runtime engines for a dispatcher that is configured to run both
Java and Windows runtime engines, the dispatcher will never start more than 5 Windows
runtime engines (50%) and never more than 9 Java runtime engines (90%). This ensures that
there will always be possible to start a Windows runtime engine, but that the Windows runtime
engines will never occupy more than half of the available runtime engines.
This can be controlled by the advanced properties of the dispatcher, but it is not recommended
to change these values unless you have a good reason to do so.

Controlling job looping of runtime engines
The dispatcher is normally installed as a service and started automatically by the system.
Depending on the configuration of the dispatcher, it will regularly perform the specified
operations. These intervals are controlled by "Check intv" and "Housekeeping intv" on the
"Policy" tab of the dispatcher properties.
If the dispatcher is configured to run jobs, the runtime engine can process several jobs before it
restarts. This is controlled by "Max loops for rt engine" on the "Options" tab of the dispatcher
properties. The runtime engine will loop executing jobs the number of times specified here. This
will improve performance, as the runtime engine does not have to restart to get the next job.
However, if there are memory leaks in any scripts or other custom code, they which will
accumulate over time. Thus, this number should not be too high, to allow the runtime engine to
restart and reinitialize.
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